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Abstract: The rapid development in electronic commerce and information technology drives the traditional
physical product trading evolved to digital product trading. With the effect of the multi-agents system in the
Internet environment and the promotions of Government, digital product industry grows fast. The authors
proposed a digital product transaction mechanism for electronic auction in the multi-agents system
environment. The research introduced a convenient platform to protect the privacies of both buyers and
sellers, and track digital product further in an electronic auction environment. In addition, by using simple
cryptography techniques supplemented with encryption, the authors ensure the security of information
transactions, thereby providing a mechanism of safe and fair digital product electronic auction.

1

Introduction

Information technology provides a signiﬁcant assistance to
the evolution of human culture. As the ability of computer
quickly improved, more information services are developed
and upgraded. Among these modern applications and
technologies, the intelligent multi-agents system plays an
important role. In a multi-agent system, there are many
intelligent agents distributed in the network. The agents
with high information ability can make the electronic
commerce become more widespread, and help the
traditional physical product trading evolved to digital
product trading more successful.
In the electronic commerce, albeit the auction of physical
commodities has matured, there remain shortcomings
concerning the issue of digital content product. Without
substantial protection of digital content publication, the
intellectual property right of digital content providers can
be easily violated and digital content providers are apt to
encounter further problems such as damage of property.
Intellectual property right will be soundly protected and
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valued after digital product providers combined digital
rights management (DRM) to solve illegal authorisation
and distribution. This protection of right can indirectly
encourage more authors to create and heighten the quality
of product as well to facilitate the digital content market of
electronic commerce (e-commerce).
Modes of online shopping can be classiﬁed into two main
categories, which are physical and virtual stores. Physical
product can be accessibly discussed and accepted through
electronic auction. However, the mode of selling digital
content publication through electronic auction is never carried
out. The main reasons are there is no existing transaction
mode of digital product, complex division and acquisition of
intellectual property right, protecting mechanism of right
management, and so on. Furthermore, the selling mode of
electronic auction is completely different from that of the
traditional physical commodities, including the differences of
rights transfer, authorisation, tracking, and so on.
In order to provide a dependable trust, security and privacy
environment for e-commerce, some proper security issues are
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necessary. In this paper, we proposed the digital product
transaction mechanism with DRM for electronic auction in
the multi-agent system environment. The research contains
the characteristics in using reliable cryptology system to
protect digital contents when uploading, embedding digital
ﬁngerprints for tracking, arbitration and proposing a safe,
fair e-auction mechanism of digital product.
The outline of this paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, we review the basic DRM model and electronic auction of
physical commodities. In Section 3, we propose a new digital
product transaction mechanism for electronic auction
environment. In Section 4, an analysis of our mechanism
and other related works are presented. Finally, the
conclusion of this research is in Section 5.

2

Literature review

In this section, we will brieﬂy introduce the basic DRM
model and electronic auction of physical commodities.
DRM consists of content provider, content distributor,
consumer and clearinghouse [1]. Fig. 1 shows an example
of DRM model, and the following are the operations
explained as they are numbered in the ﬁgure:
1. Content provider uses a safe and reliable cryptography
system to protect the digital contents which are going to
issue.
2. Content provider sends the protected digital content to
content distributor in order to distribute it.
3. Content provider sends the policies that are used and the
decryption key of the digital content to clearinghouse.
4. Before consumer uses the protected digital content, he/she
must have the legal license.
5. Consumer pays to clearinghouse in order to have the
license of the digital content.
6. Clearinghouse transfers the license to consumer.

7. Clearinghouse and content provider share the payment
according to the contract agreement.
8. Clearinghouse and content distributor share the payment
according to the contract agreement, too.
Recent studies on transmission of digital content focus on
different ways. The ﬁrst one is to study the rights ﬁle
separating the model between digital content and its
copyright [2 – 4]. Second, there are some researches related
to authentication and tracking based on DRM [1, 5 – 10],
while others studied e-cash [11 – 13], mobile environment
[14, 15], digital rights language [16] and watermarking
[17, 18]. The followings are introduction of related works.
Yang [4] proposed a transferable DRM system to solve the
fair-use dispute. Moreover, he pointed out two new business
models, including AV (Audio/Visual) rental shops and AV
used product shops. However, there were some issues
which were not mentioned in this research, such as the
allocation of money, piracy, privacy, tracing and the
electronic commerce following added-value extending.
Liaw et al. [6] proposed a secure and simple digital rights
publication mechanism. This research was about payment
and it solved the transaction of rights on the Internet. In
addition, they supported ﬂexible payment methods for each
e-commerce. But if the transaction environment was
changed, the way of purchase and acquisition will be
altered as well. Therefore the above-mentioned details
increase the efﬁciency of digital product and price
competition.
The e-payment mechanism encouraged digital product
providers to create high-quality digital content by using
incentives proposed by Lin and Liu [13]. Moreover, it can
rely on trusting the third party to identify the digital
contents created by content providers. The above advantage
is to increase accuracy and convenience of purchase.
However, the core of this research lies not in the
management of digital content product bought by
consumers or product authorisation after being purchased,
but in the protection of rights and tracking of privacy.
The mechanism proposed in this research protects digital
content rights and sellers’ privacy and avoiding malevolent
distribution from buyers by inserting digital watermark,
digital ﬁngerprint and digital signature in the process of
transaction. Although this mechanism protects digital
content rights and further tracks digital product, it fails to
consider the privacy of both parties in the process of
transaction. Therefore applying anonymous transaction can
protect both buyers and sellers from revealing identities in
the networks.

Figure 1 DRM system operation model [1]
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Fair exchange and customers’ anonymity are two crucial
features of e-commerce transacting mode. The e-payment
mechanism encourages digital content providers to create
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2. Certiﬁcate authority (CA): It is a trusted third party and
manages certiﬁcates in the proposal. The CA provides
registration, authentication, certiﬁcates issuing, certiﬁcates
revoking, certiﬁcates management and audit. It solves the
argument between the buyer and the seller during an
auction. Moreover, it issues the licenses of auctions, leases
and appreciations.

high-quality digital content by using incentives proposed by
Lin and Liu [13]. Moreover, it can rely on trusting the
third party to identify the digital contents created by
content providers. This mechanism enables a secure
transaction by transacting digital content product with
e-payment.
The above advantage is to increase the accuracy of
purchase. However, this mechanism fails to protect digital
content authors and their product with legal authorisation
and application after digital product are purchased. In this
research, consumers do not have proper management about
the digital content product after they purchase, and they
cannot protect the digital content by using whether
authorisation or not. Moreover, the rights are unable to
trace after rights authorising or transferring rights to
consumers. The ﬁnal goal of digital content product
consists in security and fairness in the transaction of digital
content product. Related works and comparisons of this
topic are shown in Table 1.

3. Auction manager (AM): AM manages the valid BIs
and the entire auction transactions. He also provides the
storage service to save digital product uploaded by digital
PA, and encrypted the digital product bided with the
watermark.
4. Bank (BK): It is responsible for payment, but the details
in payment process are not discussed in this research.
5. Digital PA: PA provides digital product (B2C, C2C) or
resells digital product to BIs (C2).

3.2 Notations
In this section, we show the notations of all steps in this
research in Table 2.

3 Digital product transaction
mechanism for electronic auction
environment

3.3 System processes
3.3.1 Registration phase: Each role in the auction must
register with CA. The buyers and the sellers in the auction
must register their personal information with AM, and all
information is delivered via a secure channel. Fig. 3 shows
the process, and the details are listed in the following:

3.1 System architecture
In this section, we will introduce a digital product transaction
mechanism for electronic auction environment. The
proposed mechanism is working on the platform
constructed by the multi-agents system, and the system
architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. Each role in the system
fabric can be operated by the intelligent agent to improve
the working performance, and the roles of the mechanism
are explained as follows:

1. PA registers to AM with PA_Info, IDPA and PWPA .
2. AM saves PA_Info.
3. BI registers to AM with BI_Info, IDBI and PWBI
encrypted by pkAM.

1. Bidder (BI): He/she bids the digital product provided and
advertised by digital product auctioneer (PA).

4. AM saves BI_Info.

Table 1 Comparisons of related works
Items

Lin [19] Yang [4] Liaw et al. [6] Wang et al. [18] Lin et al. [13]

registration

△

W

W

△

△

authentication

×

×

W

×

△

advertisement

×

W

△

×

×

payment

W

×

W

×

W

rights transfer

W

W

W

×

×

usage tracking

×

×

W

W

×

arbitration

×

×

×

W

W

lease

W

W

W

×

×

W: achieved; △: partially achieved; ×: not achieved
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Table 2 Notations for the proposed mechanism

Notations
H()

the hash function

⊕

the XOR operation

pkX

the public key of X

SkX

the private key of X

EK(X )

using the key K to encrypt the
plaintext X

CertX

the certiﬁcate of X

IDX

the identify of X

PWX

the password of X

X, N, Y, R, Z
kX
Figure 2 System architecture in this research

3.3.2 Authentication phase: Before starting an
auction, BI and PA must authenticate with AM through
login. Fig. 4 shows the process, and the details are listed in
the following:
1. BI enters his/her IDBI and PWBI and sends IDBI , PWBI
and H(IDBI ⊕ Time) to AM for authentication. If BI is
valid, he/she can login into the auction system.
2. The authentication process of PA is the same as above.

Descriptions

the random number
the random number of X’s template key

SignX

making a signature with the key X

Price

the starting price of the auction

Order

the bid price

OrderOK

the successful bid price

PriceMAX

the maximum bid price of the auction

Pay

accounts payable

Paid

account paid

PaidOK
PA_Id

the message of successful transaction
the identify of PA

PA_Info

3.3.3 Advertisement phase: After PA is identiﬁed, he/

BI_Id

she can advertise his digital product for making auctions.
However, the digital product must be identiﬁed by CA for
the correctness of it. Fig. 5 shows the process, and the
details are listed in the following:

BI_Info

the personal information of PA
the identify of BI

PN

the personal information of BI
the digital product

sk_PA(PN)

the protected digital product

sk_PN

the secret key of PN

1. PA has two modes to bid PN. The ﬁrst mode is C2C, and
because PN is already encrypted by last PA, the PA veriﬁes
sk_PA(PN) and Code. The other mode is B2C, where PA
encrypts PN by advanced encryption standard for ﬁrst
auction, and then the advertisement starts. In order to
restrict the usage of PN before the winner is announced,
the DRM system will prohibit PA to use PN until it is
revoked.

PN_Id

the identify of PN

2. PA selects a random number R, signs the information
with PA_Id, PN_Name, Price and R and sends the
signature and sk_PA(PN) to AM.

Code

the encoding method of PN

Time

a timestamp

PN_Fee

the fee of PN

3. In order to preserve the integrity of Price, AM hashes
Price with R, and transmits PN_Name, Price and
H(RPrice) to CA.

PN_AM_Fee

the fee of PN for AM

PN_PA_Fee

the fee of PN for PA

Mode

the payment terms

4. PA decides the grant rights mode ﬁrst which is Usagerule
(written by XrML), including print right, usage times, usage

Revoke()
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PN_Info

the information of PN

PN_Name

the name of PN

License

the license of PN

Usagerule
W

the usage policies of License
digital ﬁngerprint

revoking
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Figure 3 Registration phase
Figure 6 Bidding phase
2. Web transfers PN_Info to BI, including PN_Name,
Price, Usagerule and the payment terms mode.
3. BI decides a random number N, a bid price Order and
Mode. Then, he encrypts the information and transmits it
to CA.
Figure 4 Authentication phase
4. If the Order received is larger than PriceMAX, CA
respond that the bid is successful.
5. If the bid is successful, CA will update the PriceMAX of
PN on the Web.

3.3.5 Winner announcement phase: When an
auction arrives at the ending time set up by PA, it is
stopped and the winner is announced. The winner
announcement phase is showed in Fig. 7, and the steps are
listed in detail as follows:

Figure 5 Advertisement phase
durations, and so on. After that, PA encrypts the information
and sends it to CA.
5. If the two H(RPrice) from AM and PA are the same,
CA will generate the new PN_Id by computing H(PA_Id,
PN_Name, R).
6. After veriﬁcation, CA advertises the digital product in
Web.

3.3.4 Bidding phase: BI browses the digital product
advertised by PA, and can bid the interested one. Fig. 6
introduces the process, and the details are listed in the
following:
1. BI browses Web, ﬁnds PN that he/she wants to bid and
sends request to Web for getting PN_Info.
252
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1. CA notiﬁes AM to transfer PN to BI. The notiﬁcation is
encrypted and includes BI_Id, PN_Name, PriceMAX and
Mode.
2. In order to provide the fairness and veriﬁability of the
auction, CA will announce the bid winner information on
Web. The information is signed by CA and includes
BI_Id, PN_Name and PriceMAX.
3. Then, CA informs the winner. The notiﬁcation is signed
by CA and includes BI_Id, PN_Name and PriceMAX.

3.3.6 Payment phase: This phase is the payment phase
after bidding, and the payment phase is displayed in Fig. 8.
The application of secure socket layer (SSL) to protect the
winning BI and BK is demonstrated, too, and the steps are
listed in detail as follows:
1. AM receives the winning BI’s information with BI_Id
and PN_Name from CA. It computes the digital
ﬁngerprint W(Time) of PN_Name and saves W(Time) to the
database.
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Figure 7 Winner announcement phase

Figure 9 Right transfer phase

7. BK veriﬁes CA’s notiﬁcation, and pays PN_AM_Fee to
AM.
Figure 8 Payment phase

8. CA sends BI_Id, PN_Id and PN_Fee to AM.

2. AM transfers PN_Name, the protected digital product
and the digital ﬁngerprint, to BI.

9. AM saves the received information for auditing in the
future.

3. BI pays to obtain template key kKI in order to use the
digital product received.
4. BK returns PaidOK and a random number Z to ﬁnish the
payment phase.

3.3.7 Right transfer phase: After the payment phase,
CA transfers the rights of PN to BI who wins the bid, for
BI can play PN, and CA distributes proﬁt to PA and AM.
Fig. 9 shows the process, and the details are listed in the
following:
1. BI encrypts the information with BI_Info, PaidOK and Z
with pkCA , and sends to CA to request for the license.
2. CA requests PA to revoke PN. Because PN is bided by
BI, PA is not able to keep PN anymore.

3.3.8 Usage tracking phase: Even if PN is transferred,
AM can trace PN by verifying the digital ﬁngerprint of PN to
prevent from duplication. Fig. 10 displays the processes, and
the details are listed in the following:
1. Because the DRM system will request to verify AM when
he/she uses the digital product, in this phase, BI will request
AM to verify whether PN is valid or not automatically.
2. AM returns the digital ﬁngerprint of PN to BI.
3. BI veriﬁes PN with the digital ﬁngerprint.

3.3.9 Arbitration phase: If there were any invalid
duplication after usage tracking, AM could go to

3. CA regenerates a license of PN for BI, and sends License
to BI.
4. If BI can play PN with License, PN and License are valid,
and BI sends PN_OK to CA.
5. CA pays PN_PA_Fee to PA and PN_AM_Fee to AM
via BK.
6. BK veriﬁes CA’s notiﬁcation, and pays PN_PA_Fee to
PA.
IET Inf. Secur., 2010, Vol. 4, Iss. 4, pp. 248 – 257
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Figure 10 Usage tracking phase
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arbitration. Fig. 11 shows the processes, and the details are
listed in the following:
1. AM sends BI_Id, W(Time) and CertAM to CA for
arbitration. In order to avoid attacks, AM will sign these
information before it is delivered to CA.
2. CA encrypts a random number X and BI_Id′ , and returns
it to AM as receipt for conﬁrmation.
3. CA compares PN_Id′ of PN_Info and PN_Id extracted
from BI. If they are not the same, CA will request to
revoke PN of BI.

Figure 11 Arbitration phase

4. If the previous comparison is not the same, in order to
preserve the fairness of auction, PN of BI is revoked.

3.3.10 Appreciation phase: In order to make sure the
correct digital product which BI really wants to bid, it
supports a sample show of PN in this phase. Moreover, the
above action can reduce the arguments between BI and
PA. In addition, it is convenient because BI can appreciate
a sample of PN by providing personal information. Fig. 12
displayed the processes, and the details are listed in the
following:
1. BI sends a request to AM for appreciation.

Figure 12 Appreciation phase

2. AM receives the request from BI and sends a request to
CA for applying rights of the appreciation.

4

Analysis

The followings are comparisons of security, function and
performance with related literature [4, 6, 13, 18, 19]. This
research focuses on the transaction mode of e-auction
platform. We ﬁnd that if there were better security and
privacy in the transmission process, the e-auction platform
would be more popular. Table 3 shows the security
comparisons for the related works, and the analysis of
security is discussed in the following:

3. CA returns the rights which are applied by AM to AM.
4. AM encrypts PN and sends the protected digital product
sk_PA(PN) and the license of the appreciation to BI.
5. AM saves BI_Info, PN_Name and Mode for auditing in
the future.
Table 3 Security comparisons for the related works
Items

Lin [19]

Yang [4]

Liaw et al. [6]

Wang et al. [18]

Lin et al. [13]

Our proposal

anonymity

–

W

W

△

W

W

unforgeability

–

W

W

W

W

W

non-repudiation

–

W

W

W

W

W

veriﬁcation of digital product

×

W

–

×

W

W

privacy

–

W

W

W

W

W

digital product protection

W

W

W

W

×

W

replay attack resistance

–

W

W

W

W

W

web-based attack resistance

–

×

×

×

×

W

eavesdropping resistance

–

W

W

W

W

W

W: achieved; △: partially achieved; ×: not achieved; – : non-mentioned.
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Table 4 Function comparisons for the related works
Items

Lin [19]

Yang [4]

Liaw et al. [6]

Wang et al. [18]

Lin et al. [13]

Our proposal

register once

△

W

W

–

–

W

fairness

×

W

×

×

×

W

audit

×

W

×

×

×

W

immediate feedback

×

△

W

×

W

W

rights transfer

W

W

W

×

×

W

usage tracking

×

×

W

W

×

W

B2C

C2C

B2C

B2C

B2C

B2C, C2C

ﬂexible price

×

×

×

×

×

W

arbitration

×

×

–

W

W

W

appreciation

×

×

–

×

×

W

easy distribution

×

W

×

×

×

W

transaction modes

W: achieved; △: partially achieved; ×: not achieved; – : non-mentioned

1. Anonymity: This researched mechanism enables both
parties BI_Id, PA_Id merely show their identities at the
phase of login and bidding. Their real identities are kept by
the auction host and will not be revealed to other buyers or
sellers.
2. Unforgeability: In the advertisement phase, CA can verify
H(RPrice) to check if PA information provided by AM is
fake or not. In the bidding phase, any BI applies a
temporary key to generate kBI, so that other BIs will be
unable to forge and bid. After bidding, BIs are unable to
fabricate the signature of the certiﬁcate centre or
announce it at the auction website. In the payment phase,
the digital product with digital ﬁngerprint and time mark
W(Time) can avoid forging digital ﬁngerprint. Finally, in the
rights transfer phase, the payment certiﬁcate PaidOK is
complete, so it is impossible to fabricate any information of
payment.

3. Non-repudiation: The auctioneer transmits a random
number R to the auction centre; therefore it is impossible
to propose a non-repudiation announcement.
4. Privacy: In the phase of payment, the bank only knows the
number of the bidden digital product PN_Id and its price;
therefore the bank will not be able to trace the BI or the
product.
5. Digital product protection: The auction centre will ﬁrst
check the coding of the digital product, and encrypt the
digital product with regular key to further protect the
digital product. In Wang et al. [18] mechanism, it inserts
digital watermark onto digital product to trace illegally
distributed duplications.
As shown in Table 4, function analysis displays that this
research extends the authorised transaction modes of digital
rights in the existing e-auction environment.

Table 5 Notations for the performance analysis
Notations

Explanations

Texp

time to execute an asymmetric encryption

Tsym

time to execute a symmetric encryption

TSSL

time to execute one SLL process

Th

time to execute a hash function

T⊕

time to execute an XOR operation

TECC

time to execute an ECC encryption

Tsig

time to execute an ECC signature

Tmul

time to execute a mode operation
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The performance analysis displays the differences of this
research and related literature. Table 5 shows the notations
of performance analysis, and Table 6 shows the time
complexity analysis. As shown in the previous tables, our
mechanism does not provide better performance than
others. This is because the proposal does not only include
the digital content delivery and protection, such as in [4, 6,
13, 18, 19], but also to provide the digital product
transaction model with auction system.
The proposal combines e-auction platform and DRM in
the multi-agent system environment. It provides a new way
to distribute digital product, to gain proﬁt by bidding and
helps users to obtain the most cost-effective amount.
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Table 6 Performance comparisons for the related works
Items

Lin
[19]

Yang [4]

Liaw et al. [6]

Wang et al.
[18]

Lin et al. [13]

Our proposal

registration

–

–

3Texp

–

–

2Texp

authentication

–

–

1Texp + 1T⊕

–

–

2Th + 2T⊕ + 2TSSL

advertisement

–

3Texp

1Texp

–

14Tsym + 11Texp
+ 7TSSL + 4Tsig
+ 14Th + 1Tmul

1Tsig + 1Texp +
1Tsym + 2Th + 2T⊕

bidding

–

–

–

–

2nTsym + nTexp +
nTsig

winner
announcement

3Tsig

payment

–

–

2Tsig + 4Texp +
2TECC + 2Th

–

rights transfer

–

3Tsig + 1Tsym +
2Texp + 1Th

3Tsig + 4Texp + 2TECC +
2T⊕ + 6Th

–

–

1Tsig + 6Texp + 2Th

usage tracking

–

–

2Tsig + 1Texp +
2TECC + 4Th

2Tsig + 2Texp

–

2Texp

arbitration

–

–

2Tsig + 2Texp

2Texp + 6Th

Tsig + Texp

appreciation

–

–

–

–

2Tsig + 2Texp

–

1Tsig + 2TSSL

-: non-mentioned

5

Conclusions

To reach effective distribution of digital product and solve the
problems of e-commerce, we propose a digital product
transaction mechanism for electronic auction in the multiagent system environment. Its characteristics include
multiplex transaction modes, feedback to the providers,
usage tracking, rights transfer, and so on. The above
characteristics improve the existing e-auction mechanism
[12] and DRM mechanism [6].
The contributions of this research are integration of
DRM and e-auction platform, rights transfer, usage
tracking, distribution of digital product by e-auction, the
new proﬁt way of e-commerce, multiplex transaction
modes, security and fairness. Because of above advantages,
we create a new business opportunities for digital product
industry.
We suggest some research directions in the future. The
ﬁrst is to integrate entire product and digital product into
an auction platform. The platform can provide more
multiplex product for transaction. Second, we can apply all
these ideas to the mobile environment. It can help digital
product auction to proceed anytime anywhere in a more
convenient way. Finally, we can improve authentication of
this mechanism by using smart card or radio frequency
identiﬁcation.
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